Your second skin
The secret lies in the fabric
optimum breathability under all conditions.
The structure of the fabric just described can
be achieved only by combining the weave
stitch with technical fibers, and this is why
SIXS products are hard to copy.

Those who still haven't had the pleasure of
personally trying on a SIXS garment often ask
themselves: “What is so special about these
products?” The answer is very simple: it is
called Original Carbon Underwear® and it is
the patented fabric that makes our garments
unique.

The low density zones are created by using
carbon fiber that not only is extremely
hard-wearing and ultralight, but also boasts
an enormous thermal insulation capacity (it
is, in fact, commonly used in spacesuits). Its
fineness in the form of textile fiber, which
makes it practically invisible to the human
eye, creates those micro cavities that channel
sweat to the outside so the skin is left dry.

The result of years of research, the precise
blend of technical fibers and distinctive
weaving stitch ideally come together to create
a fabric designed to help athletes attain a level
of comfort never before experienced during
their sports activities.
The configuration of Original Carbon
Underwear® allows sweat to be truly taken
away from the skin to the outside due to
low density zones properly alternating with
light pressure zones. This peculiarity ensures
the athlete correct thermoregulation and

100% Made in Italy
We are proud to boast 100% Italian design
and production that represent a guarantee of
a high quality product. This also allows us to
constantly make progress as we can quickly
adapt to the technical evolution of the market.
Light pressure
zones

Dryarn®, polyamide fiber and polyurethane
fiber, complete the blend and add essential
characteristics such as: thermoregulation,
water-repellency, bending and wear
resistance, stretch and non-deformability.

Constant
thermoregulation

outside

Maximum
breathability
Sweat wicking index

heat loss capacity

Thanks to its blend
of textile fibers, the
Carbon Underwear®
fabric is just like a
breathable barrier
that keeps the
body temperature
constant under all
weather conditions.
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Carbon
Underwear®
The patented SIXS
weave stitch and the
polypropylene found
in our fabric create a
perfect combination:
a lower liquid
absorption rate and a
greater water vapour
permeability than
other textile fibers.

wool
nylon
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Light as a feather

The Carbon
Underwear® fabric
has the lowest
specific weight of all
textile fibers on the
market.
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ALWAYS DRY

lightness
textile fibers in g/cm

Low density
zones

inside

moisture absorption

specific weight

liquid absorption rate
water content given as a percentage
of the dry product weight
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Short-sleeve round neck jersey
Carbon Underwear
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SIXS Carbon Underwear short-sleeve round
neck jersey, a multi-sport product ideal in all
conditions. Unlike the sleeveless model, the
sleeve hugs the upper part of the arm (armpit)
which is subject to copious perspiration and
keeps the skin dry. The lightest and most
breathable polypropylene fiber on the market
combined with a real carbon yarn that provides
heat transmission and antistatic properties that
protect the body from the electric charge caused
by rubbing multiple synthetic fabrics against
each other (condition typical of sports clothing).

Long-sleeve round neck jersey
Thermo Carbon Underwear
Long-sleeve round neck Thermo Carbon
Underwear designed to tackle low temperatures
(below 5°C) so that the athlete does not
waste precious energy to heat the body.
In these conditions it is essential to wear a
“strengthened” product that manages the body
temperature by taking any sweat to the outside
without absorbing it. Total protection provided
by the fabric Thermo Carbon Underwear®, 45%
denser than Carbon Underwear®.

CODE TS2W
Carbon Underwear leggings
Carbon Underwear® leggings protect the
athlete’s entire leg. Groin, thighs and calves
remain dry and at the optimum temperature to
achieve effective muscular performance.
A more durable elastic band at the waist
provides enhanced support during the sports
activity. Underwear garment to use underneath
another article of clothing. Also recommended
for running, winter sports and indoor sports.

CODE PNX
One-piece undersuit Carbon
Underwear

CODE STX

The SIXS Carbon Underwear one-piece
undersuit is the sports underwear garment that
any motorcyclist wearing a leather suit absolutely
needs in his wardrobe. Not only does it make
putting on outerwear like a one-piece leather
suit easier, but the SIXS Carbon Underwear®
fabric offers natural thermoregulation
and protects the skin from the build-up of
perspiration, even in the hottest periods of the
year. So there are no more unexpected chills or
cold since the moisture will be far away from the
body. Product that can also be used for other
sports activities demanding a single outerwear
garment (such as a skindiving wetsuit, or under a
one-piece skiing suit).

Long motorcycling socks

CODE MOT S

SIXS motorcycling socks allow the athlete’s feet
to stay dry all the time owing to the reinforced
BreathFit Socks® fabric. Protecting the skin
from an accumulation of perspiration also
means eliminating foul odors. The seamless
design, the anti-torsion elastic band on foot and
ankle, and the abrasion-proof reinforcement
on the shin and instep make this product
particularly comfortable and high performing,
even inside motorcycle boots. Great for both
the hot and cold seasons.

